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B will be expected not only to furnish the balance of man power neces- -

B sary to turn the tide of battle on the west front, but now she will
B have to make good the loss of Russia to the allies. And in addition
B to her participation in the actual fighting- she will be obliged to feed
B the allies and furnish them with raw materials for war-maki- ng pur- -

B poses. And then, in addition to all this, it now appears that it will be
B encumbent upon America to compose the differences and disputes
B now existing between her allies, to the end that they may not only
B labor in harmony during the war but will be in position to agree upon
B a satisfactory peace settlement at its close. It is indeed a tremendous
B undertaking that we have assumed and the outlook is not any too re- -

B assuring at the present moment.
H

H TOO MANY SIDE ISSUES.

RESIDENT WILSON'S troubles are piling up on every side.Q Congress is investigating the conduct of the war organization
B which he has assembled. Labor is striking at the head of one of the
B most important branches of the administration. The press is ham- -

B mering his cabinet and all is not harmonious among his most trusted
B lieutenants. On every side one sees signs of friction, and were it not
B for his own indomitable courage and the implicit confidence that the
B plain people still repose in him, the situation would be most distress- -

B Our belief is that he will weather the present storm in good shape
B but he should have a care for the breakers that lie ahead. His war
B policies will stand or fall upon the outcome of the congressional elec- -

B tions next year. In the last session the members of Congress were
B tame ; this session he is going to find them rnqre or less untractable.
B They were thinking of their country then ; now they will be thinking
B, of their constituents and the chances for For a time at
B least, patriotism will abdicate in favor of politics.
B In company with good citizens everywhere we had entertained
B hopes that the congressional elections would be contested purely on
B war issues and the merits of the respective candidates. But such
B hopes are already blasted. The Prohibitionists propose to wage a bit- -

B ter fight for the ratification of their pet amendment. The suffragists
B have succeeded in raising a big slush fund and are likely to spend it in

B a manner that will greatly embarrass the President. Labor intends
B to take an active hand in the campaign, and heaven only knows what
m other movement will next loom up against the" horizon.
B It was following the disaster at Leipsic that Napoleon, upon re- -

H turning to France and finding the citizens in a turmoil, remarked to
B one of .his marshals: "I would rather turn in my tracks and fight the
m million men who are threatening annihilation to the remnant of my
B army than face the internal disorders of my empire." And President
B Wilson must soon find himself in a similar state of mind unless the
B Prohibitionists, the suffragists and the labor leaders stop rocking the
H boat.
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H CONGRESS ON THE JOB.

m sHERE is no occasion for alarm because our legislators at Wash- -

B y ington have finally decided to put on their spectacles and closely
m scrutinize the conduct of the war. The critical attitude which Con- -
M gress las at last assumed is, on the other hand, most reassuring. It
fl presages a rapid return to reason on the part of the people and the
M government. Not that we have been altogether irrational of late, but
M there has been a conflict of ideas and a confusion of activities that put

j the people themselves in a sad state of perplexity. The assurance that
B all these uncertainties are now to be cleared away promises to pro- -

M mote a better feeling among the people.
m It is not likely that the investigations now pending will unearth
fl any great scandals or glaring instances of inefficiency in the prosecu- -

m tion of the Avar.- - We doubt if these searching inquiries are inspired in
m a spirit of opposition. The searchlight is being turned on, simply
m to determine what is being done by the administration and how our
H war machinery is being operated. No one should take offense at this
B procedure; least of all the officials under examination. That they
M have been slow in getting the work of their rc active de, artments

under way is chargeable in many instances to a complication of cir-

cumstances over which they have had little or no control. These in--
vestigations will afford them the opportunity to air their difficulties
and, if they make a clean breast of the situation, they are sure to find
Congress and the people in a very patient frame of mind.

The chief trouble to date has been that the people have been kept
in the dark respecting their affairs at Washington. Since the declara-
tion of war they have cheerfully acquiesced in every move proposed
by the government and have met it every demand for men and ma- -
teriai assistance with heaping measure. In return for this it was only
natural that they should want to know how their affairs were getting
along. The administration itself might have dealt more frankly, and
perhaps more fairly, with the people in this respect, had it been- - so
disposed but for reasons of its own it preferred to keep under cover '

much information that might have been' made public. The people
ordinarily look to the papers for enlightenment on their affairs but
the press has unfortunately found itself also at the mercy of the of-

ficial censors. So it is that our only hope is Congress and we eagerly '

await its disclosures.
C "'gress, of course, glories in investigations ; especially so, when

it it. hat it is inviting the approbation of the public by undertaking
sucu . Jon. But at that, our representatives should have a care, lest
they allow their enthusiasm to carry them too far. There
probably would have been no investigations had the universal desire
for information not been impressed upon the Congressmen during '
their recent visit home among their constituents. Their contact with
the people stimulated them to stand on their own legs and look after
the peoples' business a little more closely than they did during the last
session. This undoubtedly accounts for the marked change in the at- -
titude of Congress this session. But much as the people desire to
learn of the state of affairs, they simply want the facts so as to be
in position to think for themselves, and in no sense whatever will they
countenance any move on the part of Congress to heckle and harass
the administration unnecessarily.
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HOW ABOUT "CHEATLESS" DAYS?

IN the wake of the "meatless" days and "wheatless" days which
have been instituted by Mr. Hoover in the cause of food conser-

vation, and which have been accepted by the American people in all
good grace, an inquiring contemporary wants to know whether it
would not be a good plan to observe at least one day each week as a

'

"cheatless" day. Just how he would put this program into operation,
we would not venture a guess, but it goes without saying that in these
troublesome times the American people could practice the plan sug-
gested, to good advantage to their pocketbooks, .and to their patri-
otism as well.

When "meatless" Tuesdays and "wheatless" Wednesdays were
first proposed, the big hotel and restaurant men-jumpe- at the oppor-
tunity to display their patriotism in bally-ho- o fashion. They got to-

gether in every community and immediately inaugurated these days,
and then shouted from the housetops that their only fear of the
scheme not being a success was that the people in private homes would
not observe these days of specialized fasting. In fact, in many com-
munities some of these fine fellows seriously considered the advisa-
bility of constituting themselves into a volunteer vigilance committee
to visit private homes and make sure that the Hoover program was
being observed.

There was no doubt as to their patriotism, oh no: They would
serve no meats on Tuesdays, and no wheat on Wednesdays. So far
so good. But, by permission of Mr. Hoover, they are allowed to
charge extra for bread and butter. The food administrator hoped ,

thereby to encourage conservation by discouraging waste. It was a
mistake. In the name of patriotism, the plan has simply added to the
profits of the caterers. And so with the other dishes that are gener-
ally served. Smaller portions are the fashion these days; but what
about the prices? Are they smaller? They are not, nor will they be
until somebody has nerve. enough to institute a "cheatless" day. Such
a day should also apply to the butchers and grocers as well.


